
Chapter 24

Another couple of days pass by. These go by slightly quicker, since

Nat is staying at the Tower for the time being, and has apparently

taken it upon herself to make certain I'm not o  somewhere trying to

do god-knows-what. Everyone seems to agree that the less I a ect

things, the better. Who knows what would happen would past-me

bump into future-me. Instead, Nat keeps me busy by having us train

three times a day (I thought I was quite fit, but apparently not). FBI

training is rather di erent from whatever training the Black Widow

has got going on. She seems pleased with me though, as I am making

progress rather quickly. When not in training, I'm stuck discussing

timelines and physics with Banner. He seems to be wonderfully

engaged with this new possibility I am presenting him with. We've

been working out how to use my powers without there having to be

an immediate threat to my life. So far, the methods have been drastic.

Thankfully, no Hulk has made an appearance. We've also made the

tiniest bit of progress, and I can almost summon my world-pausing

abilities by just focusing on it. Still, I cannot keep it up for long.

Banner seems to think that I might be able to actually pause time

selectively, around just one area or one object, but so far, no luck. All

of this is tiring me out mentally and physically enough for me to not

have any excess energy to actually dwell on how to jump forward in

time to rejoin the present. a1

"Hey, kid." Tony catches up to me as I'm leaving Banner's lab a er a

tiring few hours of training to summon my -as Banner calls them,

"glowy hands".

"What's up, Stark?" I turn around, my low energy not at all matching

Stark's energy levels.

"Walk with me." He says and puts his hand on my shoulder, and we

walk. "So, I've been thinking..."

"Wow, don't hurt yourself." I say, deadpan, making his lips twist up in

a smile.

"Tomorrow is a big day." He says mystically.

"Enlighten me, please." I sigh, really just wanting to curl up in my bed.

"Nat says you're good to go, Banner not so much, but I think it's time

we test your powers out on the field." Stark says and I stop, turning to

look at him.

"In the field?"

"Yup." He says, popping his p's. "We've been on the lookout for this

particular... object for a while now, and we've just located it, and we

want it back. So, we're going to go and get it." a10

"What 'object'?" I ask suspiciously.

"Don't you worry about that." Stark smiles and starts walking again,

forcing me to trot to catch up. "We're going to do all the heavy li ing,

you'll be out of harm's way, but nothing beats practicing in the real

world."

"Right..." I frown, trying to remember if I heard of any Avenger

missions that would fit this timeframe.

"Good. It's settled." Stark stops, looking pleased. "Be up and ready

tomorrow at five."

"Five..."

"Am. No one called us slackers." Stark winks, and with that he strolls

o , whistling to himself.

I begin walking back towards my room, lost in thought. I'm not

nervous per say; I've obviously done my fair share of missions for the

FBI, but now I have to try to be a superhero? I shake my head,

chuckling.

"What's so funny?" I jump, spinning around, having walked past Nat

without seeing her.

"Oh, nothing." I smile.

"Tony told you about tomorrow, I suppose?" Nat curiously examines

me. "I thought you'd be nervous."

"I've told you; I'm an FBI -"

"Humph." She snorts, shaking her head. "You're okay in training, Liv,

that does not mean you're an agent."

"Oh for Christ's sake." I laugh. "However can I prove it to you? The

current me has not graduated the academy yet!"

"And so, you're not an agent." She shrugs, deadpanning with a slight

smirk.

"But I am!"

"I'm just joking." She laughs. "Anyway, you should come downstairs

and meet the rest of the team."

"Who's downstairs?" I narrow my eyes suspiciously.

"Just a few nobodies." She smiles and turns.

I roll my eyes at the ceiling. What is it with Avengers and walking o  in

mid-conversation, expecting you to always follow them?

We make it downstairs, and I stop in my tracks, seeing the rather full

room. I instantly spot Steve Rogers, talking to someone I can instantly

tell is non-other than Thor. Banner and Stark are sitting around the

table talking to a man I believe is Clint Barton, at least that's who the

man resembles.

They all turn around as Nat confidently strides into the room with me

in tow. She stops and turns to look at me. I'm not usually a shy

person, but having all of these people's eyes on me makes me want

to melt into a puddle.

"Everyone, meet Olivia." Nat smiles at me and I do a small wave.

"Olivia, meet -well, you know who they are."

"Hey." I force a smile, looking at no one in particular, hearing them

greet me back.

"Nice to meet you, please call me Steve." Rogers walks up and shakes

my hand firmly.

"Who is this small human?" I look up to see Thor looking around for

answers.

"She can stop time." Nat tells him. "She's not a bad fighter, either.

Hasn't beaten me yet, though."

"Yeah, good luck with that." Clint Barton smiles at me knowingly and I

chuckle, feeling slightly more at ease.

"Stop time?" Thor thunders again and walks up to me, inspecting me.

I raise my eyebrows at him, standing up straight, barely reaching his

shoulders. "Hello, little human." He pats me on the head.

"Eh.."

"Thor, try to behave normally. You should know by now." Stark

berates him, but Thor doesn't turn away from me.

"How do you stop time?" He asks me suspiciously.

"I don't know." I shrug. "This just seems to do the trick."

I let him see the mist creeping up down my hand right before

everything freezes. I casually walk around him, walk to the kitchen,

pouring me a Coke before I go to sit down on the armrest of the

couch, next to Stark, casually sipping the drink. The usual tiredness

starts creeping up on me, and I concentrate on just relaxing.

They all come back to life. For a moment, they look around, confused

as to where I went, before Stark gives out a laugh, being the first to

see me.

"Tada!" I say and Thor whirls around.

"Hmm." He hums. "Impressive, young one."

"Thank you I shall." I grin and he seems even more confused.

"So, do you see now why I want her with us?" Stark asks the room,

patting my back. "Think of what she can do once she fully controls

her powers."

I smile awkwardly, feeling a sort of pressure with all of the Avengers

assembled around me, looking at me, as if I would or should ever be

good enough to stand by their sides.

"Ready for this, kid?" Tony Stark asks me, clad in his red Iron Man

suit, looking at me with the visor up.

"Don't you worry about me." I tell him, readjusting the gun on my hip.

"I'll be perfectly safe with good ol' Clint, here."

"Good, yes." Clint pipes up, turning around a little further back in the

plane. "Old, never!"

"We'll see about that, pal."

"Can you all concentrate, please?" Nat sternly looks at us. "We're

fi een seconds to drop. Liv, remember, just stay back."

I roll my eyes at her and she raises an eyebrow at me as if to

challenge me. "Yes, yes, yes." I give in.

"Good." She turns around and looks at her watch. "Ten. Everyone, in

positions."

I see Stark's visor go down, Thor twirls his hammer around, Clint pulls

out his bow while Steve readjusts his shiny shield and Banner seems

to be having a debate with himself.

"Five." Nat declares and I take the gun into both hands, having been

given something quite a lot more powerful than a simple Glock this

time. My stomach contracts, and then the plane opens up over a

snowy forest down below.

As one, the Avenger's all move out. I feel a steel arm grab a hold of my

waist as Stark flies me and himself out of the plane. He drops me

down next to Clint, and Natasha. I look over at Clint and he nods back

at me, and we start running, the other's going their separate way.

We make it to a small hill, where we stop, panting silently. Nat is the

first to look over the hill onto the other side. She makes a sign for

Clint and me to follow, and we make our way up next to her, our

footsteps dampened by the so  layer of snow on the ground.

"Only four of them." Nat whispers, her voice coming in

simultaneously through the small earpiece each of us is wearing.

"Remember, we don't want them to raise the alarm."

Clint and I nod, and we all point our weapon into the clearing. Before

I can even put my finger on the trigger, all of the soldiers fall to the

floor. I look up in surprise.

"You might be good, kid, but come on." Clint pats my back.

"Ugh." Is all I say before we begin to carefully move in on the soldiers,

and more specifically the vehicle they were surrounding.

"All clear." Nat says and jumps into the car. "Come on, hurry."

Once everyone is settled, the car roars o  with such a speed I'm

knocked back. Suddenly, another car has taken up the pursuit, and

we flash through sparse wood, guns, and lasers shooting everywhere.

Clint and I begin picking o  our pursuers, which turns out to be rather

tricky with how bumpy the ride is.

I notice the lasers are coming from Stark who is now flying next to us,

shooting away.

"Liv, practice!" Nat shouts and kicks down a guard hanging o  of the

door next to her.

I begrudgingly lower my gun and sit back slightly lower as Clint

stands up shooting at everything and everything. I focus all I can and

begin to see the mist around my hands once again. I have to close my

eyes to keep myself from freezing everyone. I'm trembling with e ort,

but I keep it contained. I just about dare to open my eyes, my head

pounding with the e ort it takes to not let the power inside me

explode all around me. I li  my arms and point my hands at the car

pursuing us, which is now almost next to us. I focus all my energy on

that car and feel relief as some of the pent-up pressure is released,

and the car and the guards on it freeze completely.

"Nice one, kid!" Stark shouts in my earpiece and blows the car up

before flying o  again.

I sit back, panting. All that e ort and energy, and still we're being

overrun by guards. I force myself to get up and prepare to do the

same again as a huge, green being flashes by our car, completely in

rage, battering down soldier a er soldier. I feel a slight sympathy with

them as the car zooms past the scene.

"Liv, heads up!" Nat shouts and I get up just in time to feel her swerve

the car, forcing us all to jump out.

Everyone lands gracefully, except for me, having been taken aback by

the sudden ejection of the car I miss my landing and feel a slight pain

in my right ankle as I land badly. Deciding it isn't bad enough to not

be able to take my weight, I quickly jump up again, taking a hold of

the safe gun again. Nat and Clint cover my sides as we advance,

blasting guard by guard down.

"Shit!" Stark mutters angrily into our earpieces.

"Language!" I hear the reply come from Steve and am almost hit in

the face by a guard. "JARVIS, what's the view from upstairs?"

I zone out and focus back on the fight, having now let three guards

get too close for comfort. I try to focus in on my powers, but they're

too close and I don't have a choice but to use my gun. They're quickly

and e iciently taken care of that way. a1

By now, the guards have had enough forewarning to start mounting

up a decent defense. They're marching up in droves, using machine

guns and tanks on us. I can tell even Clint and Nat are kept busy by

this. I decide to stop trying to use this as a training field as they seem

to actually need my help, and begin shooting everything in sight. A

huge explosion goes o  to my le  as Nat blows up a tank and

disappears behind a ridge.

"At long last is lasting a little long, boys." She calmly says as the

shooting stops from her side.

I duck as a guard comes running towards me, using my foot I trip him

before shooting him without even looking as I continue on to the

next. And the next. And the next. It never stops, and even with all of

Nat's training and tips, I'm starting to get breathless, my thighs

screaming from the e ort.

"Yeah, think we lost the element of suprise." Clint responds, and I

know he's covering me from slightly higher ground by the force of his

arrows hitting targets around me before I have to deal with them.

"Liv, consider your training postponed."

"I have." I pant, rolling away from five guards coming my way as Clint

blasts them away.

"Wait a second." Stark says, not sounding breathless at all which irks

me slightly. "Is no one else going to deal with the fact that Cap just

said 'language'?"

"I know." Steve goes. "Just slipped out."

"Liv, behind you!" Nat shouts at me and I instinctively duck and do a

sort of half pirouette on the spot.

"Guys, I don't know how you usually train people but-" I pant.

"We don't." Comes Thor's reply.

"Let's go." Nat runs up to me and I automatically follow her without

question.

We hear Clint grunt in our earpieces and Nat stops, making me almost

run her over.

"Clint!" She yells and takes o  in another direction.

"We have an enhanced on the field." Cap's voice sounds. a4

"Clint's hit!" Nat shouts and I begin following her again, dodging huge

shots fired by a canon in the distance.

I run up to where Clint and Nat are on the ground and focus all my

energy into my hands again. I then repeat the same sequence of

letting the energy flow out, directing it at the bunker housing the

canon, and it stops firing. I feel my energy begin to drain away again

slowly, and I run up to the bunker, shooting into it, disabling the

cannon.

"Thank you." Nat says and I nod tiredly as I return.

I pick up my gun again and start covering as I hear Stark breaking into

the castle to get whatever it is we're here to get.

"We need to get him out of here." I say, looking down at Clint.

"I know, I know." Nat says, trying to stop the bleeding.

I blast away at some more soldiers coming our way, when I hear

Steve's voice in my earpiece.

"We have a second enhanced. Female. Do not engage." a2

"Shit." Nat murmurs, looking around as she's putting pressure on

Clint's wound.

I turn around when a loud rumbling reaches my ears. With dread, I

can see a good two dozen or more soldiers approaching us, wither

walking, flying, or in tanks. I grip the gun in my hands tighter, my tired

muscles aching.

"Shit, Nat?" I say, looking down at her.

"Now or never." She gives me one of her signature half-smiles.

"Okay, okay." I say to myself, letting go of the gun which falls to the

snowy ground with a so  thud.

The soldiers must have been thinking I've just surrendered, for

they're approaching without shooting at us. Clint groans so ly on the

ground. I take in a deep, cold breath that stings my lungs, and close

my eyes, furrowing my brows in concentration.

I can feel the at the same time warm, and at the same time cold

feeling creeps down my arm, so ly tingling and I know it's working. I

hold onto the energy while it builds and builds in intensity, until my

arms are trembling with the e ort. Just as I think I can't hold on any

longer, I release it, consciously trying to make it flow out of me in

every direction.

The world around me is still and I open my eyes. Everything has

stopped moving. Even the small, so  little snowflakes which were

falling slowly just a second ago are now hovering in midair. I know I

don't have long, so I turn my attention to Nat and Clint, who have

also frozen in place, Nat looking up at me with empty eyes. I summon

the mist again and make it so ly fly in Nat's direction. My legs are

starting to feel like they are about to buckle under my weight at any

moment, so I don't waste time beginning to hoist Clint up as Nat

comes alive.

"Holy shit." She says, getting up and turning around in place, taking

in the frozen world.

"Nat, hurry, I can't hold it for long." I say through gritted teeth and

she immediately comes round Clint's other side and hoists him up.

We begin to drag him back towards where we've landed the jet a few

hundred meters east where it would be hidden from view. I feel cold

sweat trickle down my neck, but I ignore it and carry on.

"Just a little bit fur- what the hell?" I hear Nat exclaim and I look up.

In front of us stands none other than Wanda Maximo , blocking our

path. She looks so di erent from when I last saw her on the Ra .

Equally pale, perhaps, but this Wanda has long, dark brown hair

flowing down the sides of her face. Her eyes are dark, and she looks

absolutely furious. And she looks absolutely not frozen in place; as if

my powers have no e ect on her. a22

A/N: Oof, a biggie to make up for the little wait for this one!

Continue reading next part 
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